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-2-ABSTRACT
We have observed the rest-frame optical and UV spectra of the luminous, high redshift IRAS source I?SC10214 +.4724. We find the optical emission lines ;
to be characterized by ratios similar to those found in Seyfert 11 galaxies. We 8 support the conclusion of previous work that the UV emission lines are similar to those attributed to AGN rather than to star formation. The ratio Ila/H/3 >20 (20 lower limit) implies substantial reddening of the narrow line region~vith Av >5.5, suflcient to hide a broad line region in our Ho observations. Given __-" this large inferred reddening and the strength of the UV continuum and emissionlines, we conclude (as have others) that simple screen models of rcddcl]ing are not appropriate for this object. These properties are very similar to those of the infrared luminous galaxies found at lower redshift, suggesting that
FSC10214+4724
is the luminous extreme of the same population.
We also present Ii-band [1 .6pm) $haging pokwirnetry obsertiations and find %.. ' that the rest-frame optical emission is unpolarized (1'=3.2+2.0'%0) This decp image of the field sho\vs IWCI 021 4+4724 to possess an u nresol \zcd cow, \vii.11 several companions located Jvitlli]l 10" of tllc point SOtil'CC. We find it ul)lil<elj that this group of ol>jccts are p]lvsically associated ivitll I"SC 1021.l-fl 72,1 al we present medium resolution spectroscopy of FSC10214+4724 from UV to red wavelengths in the rest frame, as well as rest frame optical imaging and polarimetry of FSC10214+4724.
These data are used to show that FSC10211+4724 possesses a powerful active galactic nucleus (AGN) which could account for much of its bolometric lu,rninosity. :
Nev. infrared spectra were obtained with the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) "' . :,1 I. '; ii '., +', a 58x6,2 InSb array produced by Santa Barbara Research Corporation (S BRC). It was ,, .,-,+:: ,, , ' ,, f. ) ,': . ...' ,," ) ,.. , . operated using multiple nondestructive read-out (Fowler & Gatley 1990 ) reducing the read ,..
i!.
! :, ,), ,,,~',, :,~,., :'. , .'ti, j,,! '{ 1, !,, ,,, (,: :, ;.,,,: noise to SO electrons. An east-west klit with a 2!5 width was used for all observations. In ;,. , ,. ,, . . the K band iso minutes o{ cl'at,a" c;ntered orl' Jia and [NII]~5S4:654S \verc o~tainecl through ., ,,!, $, <l;'..,} ,,, .\,:.:; ',. ,i, },ti ,. : variable thin cirrus. In the I-I band, 60 ;ninutes of integration covering [0111 ] 5007,4959 and ,,, r: 1-1/3were obtained under photometric condition; \vith poor seeing. To obtain a better limit' ,,,
,. on the HP flux we obtained an additional 5 hours of integration on the H band spectrum ,, ,, under good conditions using CRSP at the newly commissioned f/15 focus of the h4ayall 4n, , in November of 1992.
,,, ,.
'The location of the object was alternated between two slit positions every 300 seconds,. , '1'he first order sky subtraction a]ld dark current rcnwva] was achieved by subtracting the average of bracketing exposures. The images were tllctl (Iattcncd using a dolne ilat and ,.
., ,.
-5-dispersion axis along the portion of the slit not containing the object. To remove telluric absorption and instrumental throughput variations, ,observations of the F5 star BS4191
were interleaved with the object observations every hour. BS4191 was assumed to be a 6600K black body in the near-IR except iru'the region near Br~, over which we interpolated.
Wavelength calibration was obtained from a linear fit to night s$y emission lines in the spectra.~From the residuals of the wavelengths of the night sky lines the absolute accuracy of the wavelength calibration, is 3A10-4pm, or ,40 km see-l. ,!. . ,':. # .[, !.!. : ')({,:"'~! J~,! !.4
Since our observations were~not' all obtained jn. pfiotdmetric~onditi~~s~&ib&Vf#"'~'~"' """' '" ""'';"10 our flUX zero-poihts from 'th#;Hi 'Arid k batid @h&,o'tietrj presen~~d in S&lfer',{et~&).'~( l~$l')~j~~,~-~~., . 
Recently, Clements et al. (1993) have presented Fabry-Perot observations of FSC10214+4724 at Ha. They report aflux, for what they argue is just the H~line, of~. ! 1.3x10-14 er~cm-2 see-l which is nearly'5 times larger than our observed Ha"flux. In conflict with the Soifer et al. (1992) TIJe spectrograph has two channels fed by a dic.hroic beam splitter. 130th cameras use Reticon 1200 X" 400 CCD arrays. The blue camera was used with a 6001 mm-l griim giving 1.S.A pixel-l ,. covering 3200~to 5200~. The rcd channel was used with a 300 1 mm-l grating giving 4.5A pixel-l from 5200~to be)ond 9000~. The object was observe(i for 3600 seconds~~itll 17w1-1h~=2°seeing and solne cirrus. F]ux calil)ratioll tvas nlaclc rclatii"c Lo obscrvat,ions 0{ the spcctrol>l)ot.ollletric S(alldard lIZI 5 (Stol)c 1977): wllosc pul~lisllc(l flus Valllcs l~erc 
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were replicated into a 116x124 image with 0~2 pixels. The replicated images were registered and averaged to produce the fip~, image after applying a 3U pixel rejection. The final image} -, ,," with a PSF of FWHM=l~O, is presented in Figure 4 . The total polarization, measured~. . -', in a 1!'6 diaqeter aperture is 3.2+2 .0% aftck correction for statistical bias. We take a ,~,~, conservative 20 upper limit to be P" < 770. The ,nearby bright sta~A was also measured in~,.. all images and found to be unpolarized (P < 1Yo), implying that instrumental polarization, , ,.
. stop and 0~'6 pixels.' A total of f?d s~pa~ate onk minute 'ex~oiures' $$ere taken" 'with the' 1'~'""'~' ]{)')' telescope offset 'a 'short ldistanc& between exposures. 'The da{a 'w:&ireduced as 'above.' "A~{:
there is diffuse emission 'nea~'FSC1021~+~724,' great care rnus~be taken -in testing 'forfi; i"' i"-"F' "' variability since seeing differe'n'ces"'hill cause' varyihg"irnoun'ts of the diffu'se light to" be 'i ' !'I } ''
included within an aperture. We rebinned the H "band irna@'taken in March 1992 'to' th'e""~'~'";' , same pixel scale as the March 1993~dat,a, then convolved it with a ,Gaussjan to match the seeing of the 1993 image (F WHM = 1~4). We chose to make a. ,.
., . ratio and resolution of our H& 'spectra.' ":":
','
.,'J,';
The ionization' and 'excita~on rn~ch~isms in emission-line objects can be discerned ', .,.
,. :,., ,,,-', ;.' ,.
, The rest-frame UV spectra. presented here and in Rowan-Robinson c1 al. (1991 show features that are characteristic of gas plmtoionized by a fairly hard spectrum.
The strong emission lines from highly ionized species (e.g. NV1240, CI\~1548) are clearĩ ndicators of a non-stellar ionizing source (but sge Terlcvich c1 by photoionization of a low density gas by a v-~!,s power-law with an ionization parameter of~0.02 (Fgrland & Netzer 1983) . Star ifbrming galaxies at the present epoch have distinctly different UV spectra. In general they do not have stro~g emission line spectra in the UV (Rosa et al. 1984; Hartmann et aL 1988; Kinney et al. 1993 the other UV and optical emission lines. This could be the red win of a Lycr emission line,, ' i' i; ,>( ( j:! .}".: ,;:., ,.
.;] 'i',"' i').
$<*:.1'i~':i :', . that has either had its core destroyed by resonant scattering or absorbed by an intervening'r The strength' and relatively flat shape of the UV con~~~uum arid the UV line ratios,also , .i!+ij{.~;~;i,,;;,'>;. at z > '2 and 5 magnitudes brighter than the most luminous' radio galaxies at the same redshift (McCarthy 1993) . The corr~cted energy density at H (vFI,~3 x 10-11 ergs cm-2)~~' is larger than the 60pm energy ,density (vl?v = 10-11 ,,ergs m-n-2). Thus, reprocessing of the rest-frame opt ical emission can provide the large observed far-IR holomet ric luminosity of IWC10214+4724, implying there is no need for a large hidden power source. The Ha flux increases to greater than 2 X 10-13erg cnl-2 see-l, recluiring 2x105T h-2 (q~=0.5) ionizing photons per second. The required ionizing photon flux could be provided either by 3 x 107 05 stars or by a luminous quasar. If we take the bolometric luminosity of 1'SC10214+4 724 to be 8 x 1013LPh-2 (qO = 0.5) we find a ratio of the bolometric luminosity to the rate of photoionization of 100eV/iollizing photon (4 X 10-~l'lL~sex In the course 'of me~uring tl~~'H 'band polariza~ion of: FSC10214+4724 we obtained~~. '~', First, the projected group of galaxies could cent rilmte to the IRAS" flux, thus requirifig the projection for inclusion in}t'he 'Cdaibg:'; This s;e;ir~;"'unl~kely, however, as the companion objects are not detected, as radio sources, in the ,deep lrLA (maps of Lawrence' -. ? ':ẽ t al. (1993) and thus probably ,do not contribute significantly to the total 60pm flux I~~~I :
of FSC10214+4724 i{ they obey the standard ratio of "radio to JR flux" (Hclou, . Alternatively, if the apparent companions are in the foreground, then they might gravitationally lens the z = 2.3 object associated with I?SC10214+4724, amplifying its observed flux so that it is included in the Faint Source Catalog. Lensing could then provide a natural explanation why such a. seemingly low probability projection would be found, since FSC10214+4727 is drawn from near the flux limit of the lRAS survey. A ' similar excess of galaxies near luminous QSOS has been reported (e.g. Stocke ef al. 19S7, \Vebster c.! al. 19SS) formation. T~is appears implausible, sinw" $oifer et al. (1992) find no strong Ha emission from these objects, and they are not detected ,ZMradio sources by,, .
The companions, are also redder (R-Hs4.4) than would be expected from simple models
for an actively star-forming galaxy at z = Z.3~and are redder than the FSC10214+4724 I ,, ,. ,': -.,.,,, :,!.;, /,, ..$.,\:-. f. ,:
. likely to be early type galaxies 'in a' }ore~round" group rather than actual companions to the -~' ,, should be a flux variable. The fioor consistency of published photometry of FSC10214 +4724'" '" ' (Rowan-Robinson et al. 1991; .Soifer et al. 1991; Law'rencc ct al. 1993) suggested the ( ;' '" J'p ossibility of variability to us, although differing aperture sizes, seeing di(rerenccs, and :
uncertainty in the zero points mean that no strong case can be made based on the previous data. As explained in section 2.3, we carefully 'matched the pixel' scales and seeing in two '"
H band images taken a year 'apart to make differential measurements of FSC10214+4724 ' ' against a nearby field star. It appears that FSC10214+4724 varied by 0.1 6+0.03 magnitudes !: '~' during the year relative to star A. This amount of 1{ band variability is not uncommon in opticallj' selected quasars (Neugebauer ct. al. 19S9) . If variability is collfirnwd by Illrther
it could provide important constraints on the nature or FSC1 021 4+4 724.
. .,.
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The decline of the polarization of FSC10214+4724 from 16.4% in the FUV to < 'i'Yo (z7 upper limit) at rest-frame optii%l wavelengths indicates that' the ,, I ,,, ,, ,,. optical and UV light originates 'either in distinct regions "or take' different p'aths betwe~n the source and the observer. The overall str$ngth of the far' UV polarization argues 'a~~nst ,., ,,, .
;:, ,, transmission through aligned grains"~the mechanism for the po~ization. The visible-to;UV emission ,line ,spectrurn, ,of ,~S,C10214,~4724, is siplil:a~.$o that ,of a ,. ...~! ! !.
,. .,, .!, Seyfert 11 or radio galaxy and quite' unlike that of any star formation region. In objects, .. similar to I?SC10214+4 724 with strong UV polarization, these types of ,spcct~~,are ,often~.
,, ,,, .,,., ... ,, , -18-+ in a dust cloud with Av >5, consistent with our limit on the reddening. Thust given the ,.
strong evidence that FSC10214+4724
contains an AGN which is obscured by an, ,~isdxq$c ,.,, .;.! ;7 ..! .
screen and the lack of any direct evidence for star formation (i.e. stellar abiorpt ion lines associated with hot stars or emission, lines ,Asociated wjth star formation regions), it sj~ms ., :,-,} 1 inappropriate without more compelling observations to consider FSC10214+4724 to ,be a :. t.
source dominated by star ,formation (e.g:, ,a forming galaxy). ,, ,
Undoubtedly FSC10214+4724 luminosities in FSCl~214+4724" {s 'appr;xi'rna'tely '3000; 'assurni~;g 'C'0(3-2)/CO(l~O)~l~" '. '": ; Galaxies in the Sanders, 'Scoville an'd Soifer sample with bolometric lunlinosities less"'tha;l" ,., ,, ',.
. ,:. , ,, ,, !.'., :,:,:) !'"..,,. . .. N 1011 Lo tjpical]y have valtids "of 'this 'ratio 'of oid~; 100. IJor galaxies' tiith luniinositii5 above 1012L0 this ratio is usually three or four' t irnes larger.' ( .,, :,' The lilost Iumi nous galaxy in their sample, Mkn 231, also has the largest ratio of bolometric to CO Iunlinosity (1000). 1 Thus, while the value of this ratio in FSC 10214+4724 is much larger than is seen even for the highest luminosity galaxies in the Sanders et al. sample, it does seem to smoothly /L~o with bolometric lulninosity. In particular, it is ,, extend the trend of increasing Lb,,l ,; only three times larger than the ratio seen in Mkn 231, th(; highest luminosit~' gkla.xy ,,, in the Sanders c1 al. sample. !lle increasing ratio of bolometric to C(J luminosity \vith larger bolomet ric lulninosity can I)e straightforwardly iIlterprctecl m a sl~if~of tllc dolni llaIlt
source from]nassi~-e S1am to 'M active galac (, ic nucleus, as S; lll(l('1's('/ d. Sug!yxt. . ., . \ ,.
However, this conclusion must betempered byourgeneral lack of understanding of the interstellar medium at high redshifts (e.g., cloud properties and the degree of heavy element enrichment).
As in otl-ier "radio quiet" quasars, th~~xtended radio emission may well be due to disk star formation (Condon, Gower and Hutcliings 1987) . and Rowan-Robinson et al. (1991 suggest that the radio emission results from supernovae i~f. ". '. '"~: "lt~.'l.' 1 .) ,, ., ,; 1,,, s ,, ,., ,,.? d associated with a massive starburst.
We can compute 'the ratio of far-IR luminosity to radio $? "!,.i. which'is the log "of the ratio of bolometric to radio flux using the 'method of !. ,, : .,j"j)~). ! , ..i:z ':;'. . , f has a ratio of "radio to 'IR flux similar to" low~:edshift IRAS selected galaxies, the ratio of ..:"'.
<t
,. ,, ,,, ,., , ;,, ,, .,, ,' radio lulninosity to bolometric far-IR luminosity is s~'l;lilar for both ra.dio-cluiet AGNs, star :,
forming disks and nuclear starbursts (R.ieke 1'978; Sopp & Ale~ander 1991) . Thus, tile radio ,.. ,, emission does not help to differentiate the cent rihution of the AGIN and tllc star forma. tioll .
to the bolometric luminosity. What is evident is that the rest-frame optical through, U,V emission of FSC10214,+4724 is dominated by emission lines usually associated with AGN, and that star formation is not the dominant source of photoionizat~on in this object. Given that WL observe no spectral features attributed to star .,, .>,, formation in the optical in UV, it appears that eithel. star format}on in I?SC10214+4724 is highly obscured while the narrow line region of the AGN is not (a rather difficult geometry) $, ... ,f:õ r that the AGN (rather than star formation) dominates the "large luminosity of this obje~t. <~,!,/, , ..: Figure 2 . The UV to red spectrum (in the rest frame) of FSC10214+i724.
The' i~~"' ., optical region also shows a high excitation spectrum characteristic of Seyfert II galaxies .. , -,. "-.!. ,, with [0111]/H,0z20. Such Seyfert 11 spectra are ;e;y comnion' among ultraluminous'~RAS~l{tii~~,' selected galaxies at lower redshift. Tl}e high extinctim) inferred from a ratio of IIa/H~z20 seems incompatible with a simple screen model of cxtil]ctioll given the strength of tile UV .
' "ẽ mission lines and continuum. Given the signal to noise ratio of the spectra, we have required that all three lines have the same FWI-IM. The fluxes of the deconvolved emission lines are given in Table 1 . ,
